Image digitization of discontinuous and degraded electrocardiogram paper records using an entropy-based bit plane slicing algorithm.
Electrocardiograms (ECGs) are routinely recorded and stored in a variety of paper or scanned image format. Current ECG recording machines record ECG on graph paper, also it provides digitized ECG signal along with automated cardiovascular diagnosis (CVD). However, such recording machines cannot analyse preserved paper ECG records as it requires input in terms of digitized signal. Therefore, it is important to extract ECG signal from these preserved paper ECG records using digitization method. There are different paper degradations that adversely affect digitization process. The purpose of this work is to perform an image enhancement and digitization of the degraded ECG images to extract continuous ECG signal. In this paper, we propose entropy-based bit plane slicing (EBPS) algorithm in which pre-processing is done using dominant color detection and local bit plane slicing. Maximum entropy based adaptive bit plane selection is applied to the pre-processed image. Discontinuous ECG correction (DECGC) is then done to produce continuous ECG signal. The algorithm is tested on 836 different degraded paper ECG records obtained from various diagnostic centers. After analysis with 101 known ground truth ECG signals the accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and overall F-measure of ECG is 99.42%, 99.69%, 99.81% and 99.26% respectively. The RMS error and correlation between the extracted digitized signal and ground truth for 101 cases is 0.040 and 99.89% respectively. The EBPS method is able to remove all types of degradation in paper ECG records to generate a uniform digitized signal. Instead of manual measurement and prediction from archived paper ECG records, automated prediction (using already existing cardiovascular diagnosis software) is possible with the help of extracted digitized signal obtained using proposed digitization method, which will also help retrospective cardiovascular analysis.